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Storied islands in the Atlantic Ocean, legendary and otherwise,
have been reported since classical antiquity. Some of the wellknown mythical or dubious islands of the North Atlantic make
their entry into cartography very early indeed, apparently as
the contribution or record of otherwise forgotten voyages,
though we cannot say with certainty precisely when or how;
others, long afterward, were the products of mirage,
ocean·surface phenomena, or mariners’ fancies working under
the suggestion of saintly or demoniacal legends amid the haze
and perils of little-known seas, the precise time of their origin
remaining uncertain. As a rule the latter class were less
persistent on the maps and are geographically rather
unimportant.
Utopian tales of the Fortunate Islands (or Isles of the Blest)
were sung by poets like Homer and Horace. Plato articulated
the dystopian legend of Atlantis. Ancient writers like Plutarch,
Strabo, and, more explicitly, Pliny the Elder and Ptolemy,
testified to the existence of the Canary Islands. The names of
some real islands re-emerged as distinct mythical islands with
associated legends, e.g. capraria (the island of goats) and canaria
(the island of dogs) are often found on maps separately from
the Canary Islands (e.g. Pizzigani brothers, 1367).
Antillia (also spelled Antilia, Antylia, Anthilha) is a
phantom island that was reputed, during the 15th century age of exploration, to lie in the
Atlantic Ocean, far to the west of Portugal and Spain. The island also went by the name
of Isle of Seven Cities (Ilha das Sete Cidades in Portuguese, Isla de las Siete Ciudades in
Spanish). The term Antilia is probably a derivation of the Portuguese ante and ilha (“in
front of” and “island”), or possibly of the Arabic Al-tin, the dragon. It has also been
flippantly associated with Atlantis, though with little support from academia. Some
early chart-makers certainly understood it as ante ilha, as the island is found labeled as
such (Ante Yllas) on some portolan charts, e.g., in the Miller Atlas of circa 1519 (#329.1). It
interpretation as the Arabic Al-tin is found on the 1367 Pizigani map, which depicts an
Atlantic island accompanied by an inscription and illustration about the Arabic legend
of dragons.
The origin of the name and location of Antilia has also been attributed to a
misinterpretation of a map inscription. Donald Johnson in his well-researched book
Phantom Islands of the Atlantic, devotes an entire chapter to its history and depiction on
early European maps.
This mysterious island originates from an old Iberian legend, set during the
Muslim conquest of Hispania ca. 714. Seeking to flee from the Muslim conquerors, seven
Christian Visigothic bishops embarked with their flocks on ships and set sail westwards
into the Atlantic Ocean, eventually landing on an island (Antilha) where they founded
seven settlements (the “Seven Cities”).
The historian Antonio Galvao (1862) reports that in 1447 a Portuguese vessel,
driven westward by a storm, actually arrived at the island, the inhabitants of which still
spoke the Portuguese tongue; other voyages to this island in the time of Prince Henry
are referred to in the Historie of Ferdinand Columbus. These voyages, however, are
purely imaginary, or, at all events, led to no actual discoveries. It is certain, however,
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that Fernão Telles, in 1475, and Fernão Dulmo, in 1486, were authorized to sail in search
of this mythical island.
Ferdinand Columbus, in his book on the history and life of his father, adds a few
more details to the somewhat cursory legend. He says that the island of Antillia was
located 200 leagues (686 nautical miles) due west from the Canaries and the Azores.
Once the bishops had built their cities, they burned their ships and all aids to navigation
to prevent them from ever thinking of returning to Spain again. In addition, Ferdinand
Columbus reports, in the time of Prince Henry the Navigator (about 1430), a Portuguese
ship was blown off course by a violent storm but as a result found Antillia. The crew
attended church on the island and quickly departed. They sailed home and informed the
Prince of their discovery, but when he requested them to return and bring back proof,
they made themselves scarce. Not much credence was given to their story. However, the
legend did not die, probably because of one more element in the tale: sand brought back
for use in the cooking hearth of the ship turned out to be one-third gold. There is
nothing like the promise of wealth to perpetuate a legend, and, in this case, to assure a
continuing search for the Island of Seven Cities.
Antonio Galvao presents an even more detailed version of the same story:
In this yeere also, 1447, it happened that there carne a Portugall ship through the
streight of Gibralter; and being taken with a great tempest, was forced to runne
westwards more than willingly the men would, and at last they fell upon an
Island which had seven cities, and the people spake the Portugall toong, and
they demanded if the Moores did yet trouble Spaine, whence they had fled for
the losse which they received by the death of the King of Spaine, Don Roderigo.
The boateswaine of the ship brought home a little of the sand, and sold it unto a
goldsmith of Lisbon, out of the which he had a good quantity of gold. Don Pedro
understanding this, being then a gouernour of the realme, caused all the things
thus brought home, and made knowne, to be recorded in the national archives.

Prompted by these reports, Diogo de Teive, a Portuguese nobleman, decided to search
for Antillia. He received letters of patent from the king of Portugal granting him lord of
any new land discovered, and he set out in 1452 for the Island of Seven Cities, no doubt
also enticed by the possibility of finding gold. The details of this voyage are somewhat
confused, even at times contradictory. According to the 19th century historian Henry
Harrisse, Diogo de Teive sailed “after 1452, one hundred and fifty leagues southwest of
Fayal, to find the Antilia island, said to have been sighted by a Lusitanian [Portuguese]
vessel. Bartolome, de Las Casas, in his Historia de las Indias, says that Teive departed from
Fayal, and “proceeded 150 leagues with the wind lebechio”.
Since the lebechio is a northwest wind, and a caravel needs to have the wind abaft
its beam in order to sail, Las Casas’ report might be construed as saying that Teive sailed
southwest, as stated by Harrisse. If so, it must have been a difficult voyage on several
counts: this direction would have led Teive into the Sargasso Sea, where he would be
frustrated by the heat and calms as much as by the failure to find Antillia. Or possibly
Teive had to tack his vessel against the wind in order to sail toward the northwest. This
is what Jaime Cortesao believes, and concludes that in 1452 Diogo de Teive reached the
Grand Banks of Newfoundland, a distance of 1,450 miles. If this is true, it would make
him one of the earliest European discoverers of America. Whichever direction Teive
took, the voyage was not a total failure, for on the return passage he discovered Flores
and Corvo, the two most westerly islands of the Azores group.
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The Portuguese were encouraged in their search for Antillia by the work of the
Florentine cosmographer and physician Paolo Toscanelli (#252), who in the early 1470s
became convinced that the Ocean Sea between Europe and “Asia” was not as wide as
previously thought. He drew a map to show how easily Antillia, for example, could be
reached. The same miscalculation of the earth’s circumference was present in the work
of Ptolemy, whose second-century geographical theories were improved upon and
presented to a receptive world in 1474 by Donnus Nicolaus Germanus. The influence of
these sanguine maps on Columbus’ later plans is well known and needs no elaboration
here. Between 1462 and 1487 there were at least eight Portuguese voyages whose
primary objective was the discovery of new Atlantic islands. Sometimes Antillia was
specifically referred to by name, but even when it wasn't, it was undoubtedly implied,
for this island was significant in Portugal’s history and firmly implanted on the map.
Spain, too, was strongly interested in possessing the Isle of Seven Cities, claiming it in the
Treaty of Evora, with Portugal, among “the islands that had not been found.”
Hernando Colon, son of Columbus, was also fascinated by Antillia. He suggests
convincingly in his Historia del Almirante (1571) that the exodus of the bishops took place
in 714, not 734, which would line up closer with the two-year rule of King Roderic in
711. He also writes that the holy men burnt their ships on arrival at Antillia, lest they
should ever consider returning to Hispania. So how did the story of the exiled bishops
find its way to the mainland? Colon relates the story that, during the rule of Prince
Henry, a wayward ship blown off course by a storm landed at Antillia. The crew
explored the island, greeted the locals and attended a church service before hurrying
back to Portugal to report the experience. However, when they were ordered to return to
the island for confirmation, the entire crew disappeared. Elsewhere, the French sailor
Eustache de la Fosse heightened the mystery by warning that Antillia was protected by a
spell placed by one of the bishops ‘knowing the art of necromancy’, and predicted that
the island would not be found again until ‘all Spain should be restored to our good
Catholic faith’. De la Fosse also claimed that sailors passing the invisible island had
reported shore birds flying over their vessels, although these were also invisible
‘because of the said enchantment’.
Antillia next crops up in Antonio Galvao's The Discoveries of the World (1563), in
which the chronicler shares an account of a Portuguese ship from the Strait of Gibraltar
encountering an island of seven cities. The inhabitants, who spoke Portuguese as their
native tongue, enquired as to whether Spain was still ruled by the Moors, from whom
they had fled after the death of King Roderic. Upon returning to Lisbon, the ship's
captain gave a sample of the island’s soil to a goldsmith for analysis, who declared the
earth to be composed of two parts soil, one part gold. (This last detail, however, is a
common addition to expeditionary stories to stir up interest, and it is clear from
Galvao’s distanced tone that he was wary of the tale). To Galvao, it was evident that
Antillia had been confused by sailors with the Caribbean Antilles far to the west. This
conclusion was supported by other geographers of the period, and the island began to
be cleared from maps, although one finds it occasionally included on later works, such
as Hondius’ stunning 1631 map of the world.
Antillia was a geographic concept much like the Northwest Passage, always
assumed to be there, just beyond the horizon, waiting only to be corroborated rather
than discovered. There was no question about the authenticity of Antillia in 1475, when
King Afonso V of Portugal granted to Ferdinando Teles “the Seven Cities or some other
islands” that he might find in the Atlantic. In 1486, Ferdinand d’Ulmo wrote to King
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Joao II of Portugal informing him of his intent to find “a great island or islands or coast
of a continent which presumably is the Isle of the Seven Cities”; the king gave him
permission “to go and discover the island of the Seven Cities.” However, no further
records exist on this projected voyage.

Cartographically
The rediscovery of the Canary Islands by Europeans in the 14th century revived
an interest in Atlantic island myths. With the existence of lands out in the Atlantic Ocean
confirmed, 14th century European geographers began plumbing the old legends and
plotting and naming many of these mythical islands on their nautical charts, alongside
the new discoveries. Mythical Atlantic islands litter the early 14th century portolan
[nautical] charts of Pietro Vesconte and Angelino Dulcert.
Some historians once believed the legendary island of Antillia, made famous in
many 15th century portolan charts, was first insinuated cartographically in the 1367
Pizigani brothers chart. On the western edge of the map, although there is no island
depicted or mentioned, there is a disk with a picture of a man with hand outstretched,
and an inscription, which some such as G.R. Crone have read as saying "Here are statues
which stand before the shores of Atullia (ante ripas Atulliae) and which have been set up for the
safety of sailors; for beyond is the vile sea, which sailors cannot navigate". Some scholars,
especially in the 19th century, believed this Atullia was the first reference to "Antillia" on
a map (e.g. Buache, Kretschmer, Nordenskiöld) but this reading has been doubted
since. Crone read it as ante ripas Getuliae (Getulia). Beginning with R. Hennig (1945), the
inscription has been commonly read as at temps Arcules or ante templum Arcules (from
the time/temple of Hercules), almost doubtlessly a reference to the Pillars of Hercules,
the non plus ultra of ancient navigation, as transmitted via Arab sources, e.g. al-Masudi
speaks of the "copper idols" of "King Hercules the Giant" marking the edge of the Green
Sea of Darkness, al-Idrisi places the marker 'idols' on islands away from the straits.
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Redrawing of the western edge of the 1367 Pizigani chart
The island makes its first explicit appearance as a large rectangular island in the
1424 portolan chart of Zuane Pizzigano. The Pizzigano chart is an Italian portolan
[nautical] chart dated 1424. It contains islands in the North Atlantic Ocean in the west of
Spain and Portugal including Portuguese discoveries and legendary islands such as
Antillia. Zuane Pizzigano (sometimes given as Giovanni Pizzigano), was a 15th century
Venetian cartographer. He is the first known cartographer to depict the Antillia island
group (Antillia, Satanazes, Royllo and Tanmar), a cluster of legendary islands in the North
Atlantic ocean. Measuring 57 by 90 cm (22 by 35 in), the map was first discovered in
1953, among the thousands of manuscripts in the library of the noted collector Sir
Thomas Phillipps. It is currently held by the James Ford Bell Library at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis, USA.
The 1424 Pizzigano map is a nautical portolan chart that is limited to Western
Europe, northwest Africa, and a large swathe of the North Atlantic Ocean. He featured
both real and mythical islands in the outer area. The map has notes in Venetian and
Portuguese. Although the drawing is rudimentary, the Canary islands are depicted near
completeness, with eight known islands indicated alegranzia (Alegranza), larozio (Roque
del Este), lancarot (blue with red stripe, rather than the usual Genoese shield, an
understandable variation for a Venetian author), louos (Lobos Island),
fortubentura/fortouentura (Fuerteventura), canaria (Gran Canaria), inferno (Tenerife), and a
long distance to the west, balmar (La Palma). It is significantly missing La Gomera and El
Hierro (which had already been shown in earlier maps). Pizzigano indicates a mysterious
large red island, with four outlying islets, to the south of the Canaries archipelago,
which he identifies as himadoro. This may represent the mythical Saint Brendan’s Island.
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1424 portolan chart by Zuane Pizzigano
The Madeira Islands, officially recently discovered in 1418–1420 by the
Portuguese, are also depicted by Pizzigano, with the names accurately given: madera
(Madeira), portosanto (Porto Santo), dexrexta (Desertas) and saluazes (Savage Islands).
More surprising is Pizzigano’s depiction of what appears to be the Azores
archipelago further north, as these islands were not officially discovered by the
Portuguese until 1431 or possibly 1427 at the earliest. Earlier maps had also sometimes
featured such Atlantic islands (e.g. the Catalan Atlas of 1375, #235), with names partially
taken from ancient European sources. According to cartographic historian Armando
Cortesão’s tentative 20th century identification, in the 1424 Pizzigano map, these islands
are denoted as the following: lubrioczo (São Jorge), ixola de uentula (Faial), ixo de braxil
(Terceira), capiria (São Miguel) and louo (Santa Maria).
The most famous islands of the 1424 Pizzigano map are the Antillia group of four
islands in the middle of Atlantic Ocean, the lying far in the Atlantic Ocean some 250
leagues west of Portugal, and 200 leagues west of the Azores archipelago (which also
usually depicted in contemporary charts). The group is dominated by two very large
rectangular-shaped islands: the large red Antilia (in Pizzigano’s label, ista ixolla dixeno
antilia) and, some sixty leagues north of it, the large blue Satanazes (ista ixolla dixemo
satanazes, the Satanaxio/ Satanagio/Salvagio of later maps). Some twenty leagues west of
the great Antilia is the small blue Ymana (the 'Royllo' of later maps), while the Santanazes
is capped to the north by the semi-circular red Saya (the 'Tanmar' or 'Danmar' of later
maps).
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Detail from the Pizzigano 1424 chart. Antillia (large red
rectangle), Ymana (future Royllo, small blue island, 20 leagues
to the west), Satanazes (large blue rectangle to the north) and
Saya (future Damnar, umbrella-shaped red isle far north)
Historians have speculated that Pizzigano’s
depiction of the Antillia group on his 1424 map is based on
accounts of possible pre-Columbian trans-oceanic contact
with the Americas. But, the basis of his depiction is not
known for certain. For a time, historians thought he may
have based the island group on a suggestive inscription in
the 1367 map of the Pizzigani brothers (his relatives,
possibly his father), but that interpretation has since been
discarded. It is largely agreed that Zuane Pizzigano is the
first known cartographer to depict the legendary Antillia
group on a map. According to Cortesão, the fact that these
exceptionally large islands are so conspicuously situated
about the centre of the chart, in the middle of the Atlantic,
and bear the only two geographical legends in the whole
chart, respectively ista ixola dixeno Antilia and Ista ixolla
dixemo stanazes, seems to show that the main and only
purpose of the cartographer was to emphasize the
importance of those new islands represented for the first
time in cartography. Its main point, in my opinion, was to
draw attention to some large lands which had just been
discovered far to the west of the Azores.
The name of the main island, Antillia, is believed by some to be derived from the
Portuguese term ante-ilha (“opposite island”, that is, facing Portugal). It is derived from
an old Iberian legend, relating how seven Visigothic bishops, fleeing the Muslim
conquest of Hispania in 714, embarked with their flock on ships and fled across the
Atlantic to erect a new home on this island. Pizzigano, as many others after him,
attempted to depict and name the seven settlements on the island; thus it is also known
as the “island of Seven Cities”. The seven cities adorning the coast are Asay, Ary, Vra,
Jaysos, Marnlio, Ansuly and Cyodne.
The source of Satanazes (the “Isle of Devils” in Portuguese, also known as
Satanaxio, Satanagio, Saluaga, La Man Satanaxio, Salvatga, Salirosa), 60 leagues/290 km to
the north of Antillia, is more uncertain. This island may represent elements of the Norse
sagas of Greenland and Vinland, which had begun to filter south around this time; the
indigenous Skraelings in these accounts would be the ‘devils’ implied in the island’s
name. Pizzigano’s chart shows five cities marked on Satanazes, called Aralia, Ysa, Nar,
Con and Ymana. These change frequently on later maps: Grazioso Benincasa’s atlas of
1463, for example, lists six: Araialis, Cansillia, Duchal, Jmada, Nam and Saluaga. The island
appears on many of the significant maps of the 15th century, including those of Battista
Beccario (1435, as Satanagio), Pedro Roselli (1480 as Salvatga) and the Laon globe (1493, as
Salirosa). After the voyages of Christopher Columbus in the 1490s, however, Satanazes
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disappears from cartographic record, possibly relocating as the Isle of Demons (another
phantom island once believed to exist on Quirpon Island, Newfoundland in Canada).
The Ymana to the west of Antillia is possibly a transcription of Ynsula Mam, the
legendary Isle of Mam, first depicted in 1367 by the Pizzigani brothers. 'Saya' is more
obscure.
Whatever his source, Zuane Pizzigano mapped the Antillia group of islands; his
number of islands, sizes, shapes and positions, were all subsequently copied almost
exactly by most cartographers during the 15th century—notably, Battista Beccario (1435),
Andrea Bianco (1436), Grazioso Benincasa (1462, 1470, 1482), etc. down to the 1492 globe
of Martin Behaim.
Pizzigano’s 1424 map includes two other legendary islands: the tri-colored
circular island of braxil, located just west of Ireland, is believed to represent the mythical
Hy-Brasil, which had already been shown in earlier maps. Southwest of that, around
half-way to the Antillia group, lies a semi-circular blue island denoted ixola de uentura. It
is located near the area where the Pizzigani brothers first depicted the legendary Isle of
Mam in 1367, and it may have been Pizzigano’s intention to duplicate that. However,
identifying uentura with Mam would leave Ymana unresolved. One possibility is that the
ixola de ventura is related to the Illa Verde (‘Green Island”, a reference to Greenland?).
Filtered from Norse or Irish sources, this was sometimes represented on contemporary
maps, and perhaps was already known to Iberian fishermen.
These four islands will be collectively drawn together in many later 15th century
maps, with the same relative size, position and shape Pizzigano gave them in 1424. They
are commonly referred to collectively as the Antillia group or (to use Battista Beccario’s
1435 label) the insulae de novo rep(er)te [islands newly reported].
Significantly, although included in his map of 1436, the Antillia group is omitted
in the later Andrea Bianco map of 1448, although some authors believe that two
rectangular islands depicted by Bianco much further south (in the environs of Cape
Verde), and labeled merely dos ermanos [two brothers] may be a reference to Antilia and
Satanazes.
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1436 portolan chart by Andrea Bianco displaying Antillia and only a hint of Satanaxio

Portolan chart attributed to Batista Beccari, 1434
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Detail of Beccari chart showing Brasil, Antllia, Satanagio [Satanazes], Tanmar, and Royllo
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Beccari records Atlantic islands in "blocks" with an outline encompassing an
entire archipelago. He shows two pairs of blocks, each containing a large and a small
group. This configuration is very similar to the earliest known chart to incorporate such
islands, the 1424 chart of Zuane Pizzigano shown above, except that Pizzigano orients
them diagonally while Beccari shows them nearly straight north-south. Beccari has
given names to each of the four blocks as a whole, rather than to individual islands;
fading of the ink has made some difficult to discern. The least legible is the larger of the
two northern groups, but by correlation to other surviving portolan charts (and
specifically to another Batista Beccari chart) it would be Satanagio, the Genoese dialect
equivalent to the Portuguese Satanazes [Satans]. To the north lies an umbrella-shaped
block named Tanmar [a,k,a, Saya], and the island blocks to the south are called Antillia
and Royllo. Only a few portolan charts survive from this early period showing these
Atlantic islands. Their identity has been the source of controversy which will doubtfully
ever be resolved.
According to Thomas Suárez the simplest possibility is that they are “false
Azores,” a cartographic fancy which helped inspire Portugal’s courage for western
voyages. These so-called “false Azores” are islands which may have been placed on
early charts because of the widely held belief that such islands would be found in the
western ocean. According to this theory, such hypothetical islands whet Portugal’s
appetite for Atlantic exploration, rather than their being a record of actual discovery.
This is unlikely, however, both because the portolan chart as a genre disdained
speculation, and equally because the islands are accompanied by the statement "Insulle
de novo Rpto" [Islands newly discovered ['reperto')]. Some of the islands, specifically the
northern ones, may represent the "true" Azores. If so, this would verify Portuguese
discovery of the Azores prior to the 1424 Pizzigano chart.
The two island blocks to the south, Antillia and Royllo, are particularly
perplexing. Antilia is traditionally known as the mythical island of the Seven Cities,
although that association was the result of the later merging of two separate traditions.
The term Antilia is probably a derivation of the Portuguese ante and ilha ["in front of"
and "island"], or possibly of the Arabic AI-tin, the dragon. Some early chart-makers
certainly understood it as "ante ilha," as the island is found labeled as such (Ante Yllas) on
some portolan charts, e.g., in the "Miller" atlas of circa 1519 (#329.1). It interpretation as
the Arabic "AI-tin" is found on the 1367 Pizigani map, which depicts an Atlantic island
accompanied by an inscription and illustration about the Arabic legend of dragons. It
has also been flippantly associated with Atlantis, though with little support from
academia.
There is early corroborative evidence of Portuguese landfalls in Antilia, whatever
its identity; for example, Ruysch’s world map of 1507-08 (#313) shows Antilia and states
that it had been earlier found by the Portuguese. It was the opinion of the Portuguese
historian Armando Cortesao that the Antilia of Henry the Navigator’s time represented
fragmentary knowledge of the New World more than half a century before Columbus.
Given the islands’ latitude and position, and given Portugal’s interest in the Canary
Islands at that time, the possibility that they record Portuguese landfall in the Americas
cannot be lightly dismissed. Portuguese presence in the Canaries was well established
by the turn of the 15th century, with Spanish sovereignty over the islands not being
mandated until 1479. Though more obviously considered to be a base for exploration of
the African coast, the winds off the Canaries are ideal for a trans-Atlantic crossing to the
Caribbean, and a vessel venturing west of the islands by design or mishap could
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certainly have found itself washed up on Caribbean shores. In fact, the answer to our
chart’s Antilia may well lie in Columbus himself who used the Canaries as his point of
departure for all four of his voyages to America. Were it possible to know whether he
chose the Canaries by knowledge of earlier successes rather than by luck or political
deference, it would then be possible to argue more convincingly that the Antilia and
Royllo of Beccari and his colleagues were the “Indies” of Columbus. According to Suárez
the prominence and relationship of the Canaries and Antilia/Royllo on Beccari’s chart
almost beg for this explanation.
Another enigmatic land shown by Beccari is the island of Brasil, founded in Irish
legend. Although the identification of Brasil is unknown, the consistency and coherency
of surviving records supports the thesis of an Irish presence as far as the Faeroe Islands
and Iceland by the early ninth century, with sketchy evidence suggesting landfalls
further west. Brasil island appeared on portolan charts as early as the Dalorto map of circa
1325, charted as an island to the west of Ireland (as it is shown here by Beccari), though
it subsequently moved about in the Atlantic at the whims of Italian and Catalan chartmakers. Theories as to the origin of this island’s name also remain guess-work. It might
be derived from the Gaelic word for "fortunate" or "blessed," or from the Romance word
for "brazier" (brass worker), or from its root "bras," meaning "flame-colored," which in
this case would refer to dyewoods, though to species other than those for which the
Brazil of South America was named.
The Ruysch map of 1507-08 shows an island to the northwest of Ireland with an
inscription in Latin stating that “in 1456 this island was completely consumed by fire.”
As the features accorded Brasil on some charts make it look volcanic in nature, the
association with Ruysch’s lost island has invited speculation. Icelandic tradition, in fact,
records an island between Iceland and Greenland, which does not exist in our time, from
which the coastal mountains of both were visible. Brasil continued to appear on British
Admiralty charts as "Brazil Rock" as late as 1873.
The Portuguese were encouraged in their search for Antilia by the work of the
Florentine cosmographer and physician Paolo Toscanelli (#252), who in the early I470s
became convinced that the Ocean Sea between Europe and Asia was not as wide as
previously thought. He drew a map to show how easily Antilia, for example, could be
reached. The same miscalculation of the earth’s circumference was present in the work
of Ptolemy [Claudius Ptolernseus, #119], whose second-century geographical theories
were improved upon and presented to a receptive world in 1474 by Donnus Nicolaus
Germanus. The influence of these sanguine maps on Columbus’ later plans is well
known and needs no elaboration here.
In January of I474, Fernao Telles received a charter to go from the Azores in
search of new islands anywhere except in the Guinea region. A supplementary grant
made in November of 1475 gave him the right to the “Island of the Seven Cities”, all he
had to do was find it. Telles does not appear to have been successful as an explorer,
perhaps because of the problems connected with sailing west, against the prevailing
wind, from the Azores. That did not discourage others from trying, however.
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1436 mappamundi by Andrea Bianco (#241)

Detail on facsimile showing Antilia and Satanazes.
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Detail from the Vinland map, 1440 (see #243)
The controversial (possibly fake) Vinland map (#243), dated by its supporters
around 1440, shows the outlines of Antillia and Satanazes islands (but not the two smaller
ones) under the general label Magnae insulae Beati Brandani [Great islands of St Brendan].
To the west of Ireland the controversial Vinland map has an isolated island, also in
Bianco; and to the southwest of England another, drawn by Bianco as a crescent. In
Bianco’s fifth chart they are named, respectively, y de berzil [i.e. the legendary island of
Brasil] and y de uentura.
Further out, and extending north-south from about the latitude of Brittany to
about that of Cape Juby, Bianco’s world map shows a chain of about a dozen small
islands, drawn in conventional portolan style. These islands, the Azores of 15th century
cartography and the Madeira group, are represented in the Vinland map, in more
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generalized form and without Bianco’s characteristic geometrical outlines, by seven
islands, having the same orientation and relative position as in Bianco’s map, and with
the name Desiderate insule. In the fourth chart of Bianco’s atlas, which depicts the chain
of islands as in the world map, the names given to the “Azores” (north to south) are
corbo marino, coruos, y de sanzorzi y de bentusta, y di colonbi, y de brasil, chapusa and lobo;
and those of the Madeira group are porto santo, y de madera, y dexerta.
Further south, the Vinland map lays down the Canaries as seven islands lying off
Cape Bojador, with the name Beate lsule fortune. The grouping differs slightly from that
of Bianco, who arranges the seven islands, as in all charts which show them before the
date of his atlas, in a line lying roughly ENE-WSW. It seems unlikely that the
anonymous cartographer’s re-disposition of the islands, any more than the difference in
their outlines from the chart-designs of Bianco, has any special significance. In the fourth
chart of Bianco’s atlas, the islands are named (from east to west) y del fero, y de le palme, y
de gomera, y de inferno, y de chanaria, p. santo, forte uentura, paruego( ?), p. sable, gracioxa, y
de lancilotto, rocho.
In the ocean to the west of the Desiderate insule, the Vinland map has two large
islands, irregularly rectangular in shape with the longer axis north-south; the name
Magnæ Insulæ Beati Brandani Branziliæ dictæ is written between them. Their agreement in
outline with the two large islands laid down in exactly the same positions at the western
edge of Bianco’s world map is striking: in particular, the indentation of the east coast of
the more northerly island and the peninsular form of its southern end, the squarish
northern end of the other (and larger island) and its forked southern end, are common to
both maps. These islands (unnamed in the two world maps) are Satanaxes and Antillia,
which make their first appearance in a map of 1424 and have been the subject of
extensive discussion by historians of cartography. In point of date, Bianco’s atlas of 1436
is the third known work to show the Antillia group, and the fourth chart of the atlas
names the two major islands y de la man satanaxio and y de antillia. Since the outline given
to these two islands both in the world map and in the fourth chart of Bianco’s atlas is
easily distinguishable from that in any 15th century representation of them, the
concordance with the Vinland map in this respect is significant. Here again we have
plain testimony to the derivation of the Vinland map from a cartographic prototype, and
to the character of this prototype.
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Nautical chart by Bartolomeo Pareto, 1455

Detail of a portion of the Pareto chart showing the islands – Antillia, the Azores, Madeiras and
Canaries - are strung in a north-south line. Royllo is shown west of Antilia, but the others in the
Antillia “group”, Ymana, Satanazes and Saya, are missing
On these maps, Antillia was typically depicted on a similar scale to that of Portugal,
lying around 200 miles west of the Azores. It was drawn as an almost perfect rectangle,
its long axis running north-south, but with seven trefoil bays shared between the east
and west coasts. Each city lay on a bay. The form of the island occasionally becomes
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more figurative than the semi-abstract representations of Bartolomeo de Pareto,
Benincasa and others such as Bianco, for instance, shifts its orientation to northwestsoutheast, transmutes generic bays into river mouths (including a large one on the
northeastern coast), and elongates a southern tail into a cape with a small cluster of islets
offshore.

Portolan chart from 1466 by Pedro Roselli (#250.1)
Antillia (and all its companions) are conspicuously omitted in the map of Gabriel
de Vallseca (1439), the Genoese map (1457, #248), the Fra Mauro map (1459, #249) and
the maps of Henricus Martellus Germanus (1484, 1489, #256) and Pedro Reinel (c. 1485,
#250.1). With a few exceptions (e.g. Ruysch, 1508), Antillia disappears from almost all
known maps composed after Christopher Columbus’ voyages to the Americas in the
1490s (e.g. it is absent on the 1500 map of Juan de la Cosa #305, the Cantino planisphere
of 1502 #306, etc.)
As discussed above, Antillia appears in virtually all of the known surviving
portolan charts of the Atlantic—notably those of the Genoese B. Beccario or Beccaria
(1435), the Venetian Andrea Bianco (1436), and Grazioso Benincasa (1476 and 1482). It is
usually accompanied by the smaller and equally legendary islands of Royllo, St Atanagio,
and Tanmar, the whole group often classified as insulae de novo repertae, newly
discovered islands.
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Detail from Roselli chart showing Satanazes and Antillia on the western edge
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A distinctive aspect of the Rossi Collection of maps and texts (see monograph
#228.1) is the reference to Antilla found in some of the documents. A discussion of the
island of Antilla appears on the verso of the Moreta Polo Map 2; this island is also
mentioned in the Map of the New World in the verso text, as well as briefly in the Lorenzo
Polo Chronicle.
Along the left-hand border of the figure on the verso of the Moreta Polo Map 2,
we can make out the words Ab Antilla ad TRANSERICA DCCCC Grad / VIII ho [= horae?].
The reference to degrees is unclear, but the VIII ho would seem to indicate eight hours.
The way Antilla is used in the Polo maps, in the context of a distance measurement,
seems quite unique. In the text on the recto one can make out the following words: da
Antillia cinque Milla lllc octo ... Milia [?] da ]unonia al ... P. The reference to ]unonia reminds
us of Pliny's discussion of Atlantic islands; he has both a Junonia and a Junonia Minor.
Despite the reference to Antilla, that locale is not depicted here; however, we do find six
dots in the western sea, apparently the six Fortunate Isles of Ptolemy.
Only three early sources, however treat Antilia in the framework of longitude,
the manner in which we find it on the Moreta Polo Map 2. Moreover, only one of these
source puts Antilia in a Ptolemaic context: a map mentioned by the cosmographer Pedro
de Medina in his book Libra de grandezas y casas memorables de Espana, published in
Seville in 1548. There we read:
Antilia. Not very far away from this island of Madeira, there is another one
which now is not seen. I found this figured on a very old sea chart, and now
as there is no news of it, I sought through many ways whether there might
be some notice or document, and in a Ptolemy addressed to Pope Urban, I
found this island indicated .... This island, according to the representation of
the chart, is eighty-seven leagues in its largest dimensions, which is northsouth, and twenty-eight wide, and it has all over it many harbours and rivers
represented. In the ptolemy that I mentioned, it was situated almost on the
Straits of Gibraltar by thirty-six and a half degrees latitude.

In this passage, Antilla is mentioned as being depicted on a Ptolemaic map. In addition,
the date of the work would seem to be the 14th century. Cortesao suggests that the pope
cited is Pope Urban VI, who died in 1389; if such a dating is correct, it puts this “Ptolemy
addressed to Pope Urban” very close to the period of the Moreta Polo maps. The key
point here, too, is that both the Moreta Polo Maps and the map discussed by Medina
speak of Antilla in a Ptolemaic context. We might note, interestingly, that the Pizzigano
chart, where Antilla first appears, is not Ptolemaic.
The remaining two sources that treat Antilla in the context of longitude are also
somewhat uncertain matches with the material in the Moreta Polo Map 2. Abraham
Zacuto (1450-1522) was a famous Jewish astronomer who worked in the court of King
João II of Portugal. He may have been discussing the longitude of this peculiar island
when he set an unnamed isle at 17.5 degrees west of the Canaries.
We should also look at the 1474 letter of Paolo Toscanelli (1397-1482) for a
possible connection to this Polo map. Toscanelli, a Floren tine physician and
cosmographer, supported the idea that East Asia could be reached by a westward
voyage from Europe, more quickly than by rounding the Cape of Good Hope and
crossing the Indian Ocean. Toscanelli wrote a letter describing this idea and included a
map, which reached King Afonso V of Portugal in 1474. The text of Toscanelli's letter has
survived, but not the map, however, the map has been reconstructed, based on the
details from that text. The part of the letter that mentions Antilla runs as follows: “And
from the island of Antillia, which you call the Island of the Seven Cities, to the very famous
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island of Cipangu are ten sections, that is 2,500 miles. Tha tisland is very rich in gold,
pearls and precious stones, and its temple: and palaces are covered in gold. But since the
route to this place is no yet known, all these things remain hidden and secret; and yet
one may go there in great safety,” Note that Toscanelli discusses the longitude of this
island in terms of its distance from Japan, while the Moreta, Polo Map 2 treats the
longitude of Antilla in terms of its distance from Transerica, a region apparently not
found in any other source. Furthermore, the Toscanelli letter describes an oikoumene of
some 230 degrees in extent, and gives a general depiction of lands and oceans quite
different from what we find in the Polo map.
While Cortesao seems correct in his assertion that the Pizzigano chart is the
earliest cartographic depiction of Antilia, it may not necessarily be the first mention of
the island, as he contends. On the recto of the Moreta Polo Map 2, the map is signed
Morett[a] Polo; this daughter of Marco Polo died about 1375. So it would seem that this
appearance of the toponym Antilla predates that of the Pizzigano chart by several
decades.

Polo’s Map of the World, showing the mythical island Antillia (#228.1)
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Throughout the 15th and early 16th centuries, Antillia’s position on maps is
consistent, and its unique physical characteristics vary so little that a single map, that of
Grazioso Benincasa (1470), can be taken as representative. Antillia is so huge that it
dwarfs all other islands of the Atlantic archipelagos. Using the geography of Iberia as a
guide for calculation, Antillia would be about 50 nautical miles wide and 210 nautical
miles long, roughly three-quarters the size of Portugal. Its greatest length is aligned in a
north-south axis. As mentioned, north of Antillia, separated by a wide strait, is a second
island, Saluaga, variously labeled on other maps as Satanaxio or Satanazes. It is not quite
as large as its companion, but like Antillia it is rectangular and oriented in a north-south
direction. Accompanying these two major islands are the smaller ones of Taumar and
Ymana, the latter sometimes called Roillo or Rosellia. Altogether, this cluster of islands
around Antillia would make up an Atlantic archipelago, separate and distinct from the
Canary, Madeira and Azores archipelagos.
No one has ever resolved the meaning of the seven names in the island’s interior.
Seemingly, they relate to the seven cities founded by the seven bishops; an unexplained
oddity is that five of the seven names, like Antillia itself, begin with An: Ansalli, Ansodi,
Anhuib, Ansesseli, Ansolli, Aira and Con.
Another striking feature of Antillia and Saluaga is that both are rectangles whose
only topographic features are the bays equally spaced around their shores. They, too, are
highly stylized, each being tri-lobed and quite unlike anything shown as an inlet on the
mainland or on any of the other Atlantic islands. Benincasa’s 1470 map shows eight of
these indentations on Antillia, but on his 1482 map there are only seven - presumably
one for each of the seven cities. Taumar and Roillo, on the other hand, are appropriate in
scale and irregular in outline, like any other island.
Finally, Antillia was always placed west of the Azores; no cartographer ever
mistook this island for one of the Azores or Canary islands. According to Las Casas, in
his Historia de las Indias people had informed him that “in the sea-charts made in times
gone by, were depicted several islands in those seas and parts, especially the island
called Antillia, and they placed it a little over 200 leagues west of the Canary Islands and
the Azores.” Ferdinand Columbus repeats this information in his history and biography
of his father. Did these historians, Christopher Columbus had gathered information in
Portugal about Antillia; various borrow from each other? Did they both get their
information about Antillia from an earlier source? Or does the 200 leagues (686 nautical
miles) simply signify a very great distance?
An important clue about the actual westward distance of Antillia from the
Canaries is furnished on the 1436 map of Andrea Bianco. A wide space separates Y' d'
Antillia from the Azores, and in the gap is Questo de Mar de Baga [Disputed Sea of Baga],
the Sargasso Sea. Since this vast sea of floating weeds is bounded on its western edge by
the north-flowing Gulf Stream, and Antillia is west of the Sargasso Sea, the island could
have represented some part of the New World. When Ferdinand d'Ulmo wrote to the
king of Portugal in 1486 that he wished to seek “a great island or islands or coast of a
continent which probably is the island of the Seven Cities,” did he have access to
information which has since disappeared? Does the phrase “coast of a continent”
indicate pre-Columbian knowledge about America?
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1470 chart of Grazioso Benincasa
The text records that there are 368 islands. A dark red circle to the left of Ireland is marked
“Brazill”, known to exist due to classical legend, the location and form however are obviously as
yet unknown. Anthilia is marked under the skin of the neck as shown below.
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Detail of Benincasa’s chart showing Anthilia, Satanazes and Saya (future Danmar, the umbrellashaped green isle north of Satanazes)
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Antilia on the 1476 chart in the Andrea Benincasa’s Atlas

Antillia and Saluaga depicted on the far left-center and Hy-Brasil southwest of Ireland on the
Carta nautica del Mediterraneo di by Grazioso Benincasa, 1482
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Detail showing Antilia and Saluaga
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Martin Behaim’s Globe of 1492 showing the Atlantic Ocean, from Europe to Asia (#258)
Antilia on the ancient maps is a huge island, quadrangular in shape, resembling in all
respects the Zipangu [Japan] of Behaim’s globe. The Antilia of the globe, on the other
hand, includes two smaller islands, which seem to represent the ciertas islas depicted on
the 1500 Paris “Columbus” chart (#257). The following inscription is found on Behaim’s
globe next to Antillia.
In the year 734 of Christ, when the whole of Spain had been won by the heathen
[Moors] of Africa, the above island Antilia, called Septe citade [Seven cities], was
inhabited by an archbishop from Porto in Portugal, with six other bishops, and
other Christians, men and women, who had fled thither from Spain, by ship,
together with their cattle, belongings and goods. 1414 a ship from Spain
approached near it without being endangered.
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A much reduced Antilia on the Behaim globe

St Brendan Island on the 1492 Behaim globe, depicted more in line with
the previous Antilia model as a large rectangular island
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Zipangu [Japan] on the Behaim globe has a striking resemblance to the contemporary depictions
of Antillia, i.e., a large rectangular, north-south island. Behaim’s source for Zipangu was the
writings of Marco Polo
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Map of Albino de Canepa, 1489

Detail of Albino de Canepa, 1489, showing the island of Antillia, with its Seven Cities, is on the
right; the smaller companion island of Roillo is on the left.
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Like the Behaim globe, Japan is displayed as a single island modeled after Antillia on the 1490
Yale Martellus world map (#256)
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The Paris map, ca 1500 (a.k.a the "Columbus map") of anonymous Portuguese/Genoese (#257)
Near the northwest corner of this map, far west of Ireland, there is a faint inscription as
follows: Hec Septem Civitatum insula vocatur, nunc Portugalensium colonia ejecta, ut gromite
citantur Hispanorum, in qua reperiri inter arenas argentum perhibetur [Here is the island
called the Seven Cities, a colony now peopled by Portuguese: it is said from a report by
Spanish sailors that silver is found there in the sand].

Ilse of the Seven Cities
Ilse of the Seven Cities
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Detail drawing of the Columbus/Paris map of 1490 showing the mythical islands of Brasil,
Frixlandia and Antillia [Island of the Seven Cities}
In 1493, Peter Martyr d'Anghiera, a Spanish cartographer, historian and humanist,
concluded that Bianco’s placement of Antillia in the farthest part of the western Atlantic
showed that an unknown mariner had reached the West Indies before 1436, that this
voyage was lost to history, but that the tradition of the islands’ existence was maintained
until rediscovery finally corroborated its existence. Peter Martyr thought that Cuba,
Hispaniola and the other islands adjoining were the Antillae Insulae, the islands of Antillia
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shown on the old maps. Antonio Galvao, writing fifty years later in his Discoveries of
the World, echoed the same thought. He declared that “there are some who think that
the islands the Portuguese sailors discovered in 1447 when they were driven there by a
great storm - islands which they declared were those of Antillia and the Seven Cities were the Antilles, or New Spain.” Those who believe this, he continues, “allege good
reasons for their opinion, which here I omit, because they serve not to my purpose. But
all their reasons seem to agree, that they should be that country, which is called Noua
Spagna.”

Septem civitates

F

Detail from the Juan de la Cosa map 1500 showing the septem civitates or Seven Cities (#305)
Orthodox historians regard the Juan LaCosa map of 1500 to be the earliest map to
include part of the New World mainland found by John Cabot and Columbus. Although
the northwestern section of La Cosa’s map (shown above) does not identify the land
area, historians have assumed that it represents a fictitious, Asian coastline. Sebastian
Cabot claimed that expeditions with his father in 1497 and 1498 reached as far as Florida
and the Gulf. This coastline is shown on La Cosa’s map as a horizontal shore with
Florida (F) on the far left. A similar coast is featured on the Egerton 2803 manuscript
Portolan Atlas of 1508 (#312) which identifies the mainland as septem civitates [Seven
Cities] on North America and the name Antiglia in South America.
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Cartographers as well as historians felt that the Antillia on old maps represented a
foreknowledge of the New World. After the discoveries of Columbus, they accordingly
transferred Antillia to a new position in the West Indies. Thus, the 1502 map of Cantino
calls the West Indies Antilhas del Rey de Castella (Antilles of the King of Spain). On
another map of the same date by an anonymous cartographer, these islands are called
Antilie. And in 1518, they are still labeled Antilhas de Castela.

Antilhas del Rey de Castella on the 1502 Cantino map (#306)
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Not all cartographers were certain that the Caribbean islands of the New World
were really Antillia rediscovered. On his map of 1508, Johannes Ruysch kept Antillia as a
large island about six hundred miles west of the Azores, at a latitude of 37º N to 40º N.
Below it, a long inscription details the story of the Gothic King Roderick and the legend
of the seven bishops, while the Caribbean islands depicted on this map have the names
Columbus bestowed on them during his second voyage. But Ruysch was not entirely
sure about Hispaniola. Since it was situated in the same position as the Sipangus
described by Marco Polo (1,500 miles off the coast of Asia), and fit everything written
about that island, Ruysch concluded that Hispaniola must be Japan, as Columbus
claimed.

The 1508 world map by Johannes Ruysch (#313)
Ruysch’s map positions a large island in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean
between latitude 37°N and 40°N. He labels it Antilia Insula, and a long inscription on the
map asserts that it had been searched for in vain, but that it had been discovered long
ago by the Spaniards, whose last Gothic king, Roderik had taken refuge there from the
invasion of the barbarians. The inscription depends on the Antillia myth, which has
played a certain part in the history of geography, and from which is derived the present
name of the islands between Florida and the northern coast of South America, the
Antilles.
The Isle of Demons is depicted further north and may be Antillia’s old companion,
Satanazes. The legend shown above reads (in English):
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This island Antilia was once found by the Portuguese, but now when it is
searched, cannot be found. People found here speak the Hispanic
language, and are believed to have fled here in face of a barbarian invasion
of Hispania, in the time of King Roderic, the last to govern Hispania in the
era of the Goths. There is 1 archbishop here and 6 other bishops, each of
whom has his own city; and so it is called the island of seven cities. The
people live here in the most Christian manner, replete with all the riches of
this century.

Detail of the Antilia inscription on the 1508 world map by Johannes Ruysch (#313).
Ruysch’s inscription is reproduced almost verbatim in the Libro of Spanish
historian Pedro de Medina (1548). Medina gives the island’s dimensions as 87 leagues in
length and 28 in width, with “many good ports and rivers”, and says it is situated on the
latitude of the Straits of Gibraltar, that sailors have seen it from a distance, but
disappears when they approach it.
Both Japan and Antilia were described by the influential Italian humanist Paolo
Toscanelli (#252) in his famous letter of 1474 to King Philip of Portugal, a copy of which
Columbus read. Ruysch places the island of Antilia tantalizingly close to the Azores.
Later, not having been found in the Atlantic, the Seven Cities were sought on the
American mainland, where they remained an elusive goal of riches-hungry Spanish
explorers through much of the 16th century.
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The surviving portion of the Piri Reis world map of 1513 (#322)
On the Turkish Piri Reis map of 1513 (#322), the following inscription is next to
the legendary island of Antilia: “And this island they call the island of Antilia. There are
many wild beasts [monsters] and parrots and much logwood. It is not inhabited”.
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Gregory McIntosh describes in great detail the depiction of Antillia on the Piri Reis map
in his book The Piri reis Map of 1513.
As discussed earlier, the legendary island of Antilia was often shown on portolan
charts of the 15th century, but was usually shown to the west of Europe, not to the west
of Africa, as on the Piri Reis map. One of the legendary stories told about Antilia and the
Island of the Seven Cities involved shipwrecked sailors who obtained gold or silver from
sand. This was also noted on the Paris “Columbus” map of 1500 (#357).
Some 15th and 16th century sources, such as the Behaim globe (1492), Bartolome de
las Casas (1484-1566), and Ferdinand Colon (1488-1539), record that a ship visited the
legendary island of Antilia. The year is variously given as 1414, 1447, and before 1460.
After the discovery of the New World, the West Indies and South America were
identified with Antilia. It is possible that Piri Reis assumed the post-1492 Antilia in
America was the same as the pre-1492 Antilia in the Atlantic referred to by Behaim and
the others, so he attributed a date of the supposed discovery of the island of Antilia to
the continent of Antilia. On the mainland that is Cuba and Central America on the Piri
Reis map are three inscriptions:
1. There is a kind of red dye called vakami that you do not observe at first because
it is at a distance [illegible]. The mountains contain rich ores [illegible]. There
some of the sheep have silken wool. Vakami or bakkam is the Arabic word for
logwood, dyewood, brazil, or brazilwood and the reddish dye made from the
wood.
2. This country is inhabited. The entire population goes naked.
3. This region is known as the province of Antilia. It is in the west. They say that
there are four kinds of parrots-white, red, green, and black. The people eat the
flesh of parrots and their headdress is made entirely of parrots' wool [i.e.,
feathers). There is a stone here. It looks like a black touchstone. The people use it
~stead of the ax. That it is very hard [illegible]. We saw that stone.
Part of the inscription on the mainland connecting Cuba with South America
identifies the territory as Antilia. Many in Europe believed (correctly) that the
circumference of the earth was larger than Columbus supposed, and the Portuguese
particularly did not believe Columbus had sailed far enough west to have reached the
Indies. They thought he had reached the legendary island of Antilia shown to the west in
the Atlantic Ocean on medieval portolan charts (and so today the Caribbean islands are
named the Antilles). In fact, the new lands to the west discovered in the late 15th and
early 16th centuries were frequently identified with the legendary islands of the AtlanticAntilia, Seven Cities, and Brasil.
According to Ruy de Pina, the official chronicler of the reign of King Ioao II,
Columbus was returning from “the discover of the islands of Zipangu and Antilia.” It
appears that almost immediately upon Columbus’ return from his first voyage, even
before he had arrived in Spain, an opinion arose among some, particularly the
Portuguese, that the islands he had discovered were the islands of the legendary Antilia
and not the coast of Asia. And as the regions discovered and explored by him and others
expanded to include continental mainlands, the opinion continued that these lands were
not Asia but the legendary islands of the medieval portolan charts. By 1501, many
Portuguese believed that there was one continuous landmass from South America to
Newfoundland. Other cartographers believed the newly discovered lands were
connected ~ Asia, which influenced their maps.
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This belief that Columbus had reached not Asia but the legendary islands in the
Atlantic quickly found its way onto contemporary maps. The Cantino map (#306), made
in Lisbon in 1502, the Canerio map of c. 1505 (#307), the Kunstmann II map (an
anonymous Italian copy of a Portuguese map of c. 1502-6, #309), the Pesaro map of c.
1508, and several other early maps have inscriptions naming the West Indies the Antilles
and attributing their discovery to Columbus. In describing Columbus’ discovery of
Cuba and Hispaniola in the 1490s, Peter Martyr states: “But the description of the
cosmographers well considered, it seems that both these, and the other islands
adjoining, are the Islands of Antilia.” In the Lettera to Pier Soderini, written in 1504,
attributed to Amerigo Vespucci, and first published in 1505-6, Hispaniola is identified as
the island of Antiglia, i.e., Antilia, which Columbus had discovered a few years earlier.
This belief that Columbus discovered the legendary island or islands of Antilia instead of
Asia is the origin of the name Antilles still used to this day for the islands of the
Caribbean.
The longest inscription on the map, below, tells the story of Columbus and the
discovery of the new lands to the west. Much of the information, both correct and
incorrect, in this inscription regarding Columbus is the same as was commonly told by
many chroniclers of the 16th century. There is, however, some information that is not
found elsewhere, particularly the statement that Piri Reis used a map by Columbus in
making his depiction of these new western lands. A copy of a Columbian map is very
likely preserved in the Piri Reis map, and this fact alone makes the Piri Reis map unique
and highly significant to our understanding of the geographical conceptions of
Columbus and the earliest cartography of the New World. This inscription on the Piri
Reis map tells how these shores and also these islands were found.
These coasts are called the coasts of Antilia. They were discovered in the year 896
of the Arabian calendar. It is reported that a Genoese infidel named Qulunbu
[Colonbo, i.e., Columbus] discovered these places. It is said a book came into the
hands of the said Qulunbu and he found said in this book that at the end of the
Western Sea there were shores and islands and minerals of every kind, and a
mountain of precious stones. This man, having studied this book thoroughly,
explained these matters in detail to the eminent men of Genoa and said: “Come,
give me two ships, I will go and find these places." They said: "Oh, foolish man,
the end and boundary of the world is to be found in the west. It is full of the mist
of darkness.” The above mentioned Qulunbu seeing that no help was
forthcoming from the Genoese, made inquires, and went to the king of Spain,
and told his story in detail. He too answered like the Genoese. In the end,
Qulunbu talked to the king for a long time and, finally, the king of Spain gave
him two ships, saw that they were well equipped, and said: “Oh, Qulunbu, if it
happens as you say, let us make you kapudan [admiral] over that land.” Having
said this, he sent the said Qulunbu to the Western Sea.
The late Gazi Kemal had a Spanish prisoner. This prisoner said to Kemal Reis:
“I have three times traveled with Qulunbu to this land.” He said: “First
we reached the Strait of Gibraltar, then from there, taking a middle course
between west and southwest in the Western Sea, we journeyed straight onwards
four thousand miles until we saw an island opposite us. Gradually the waves of
the sea ceased to foam, that is, the sea became calm and smooth, and the North
Star-the seamen on their compasses still say Pole Star-little by little became
veiled and invisible.” He also said that the stars in that region are not arranged as
here. They are seen in a different arrangement.
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They anchored at the island which they had seen earlier opposite them.
The inhabitants of that island came, shot arrows at them, and did not allow them
to land and ask for information. The men and women shot arrows. The tips of
these arrows were made of fishbones, and the whole population went naked and
also very [illegible]. Seeing that they could not land on the island, they sailed to
the other side of the island where they saw a boat. On seeing them, the boat fled
and the people in the boat dashed onto the land. The Spaniards took the boat.
They saw that inside of it there was human flesh. It happened that these people
were of the nation which went from island to island hunting men and eating
them.
The said Qulunbu saw yet another island to which they went. They saw
that on that island there were great serpents. They avoided landing on this island
and went to another island and remained at anchor for seven days. The people of
this island saw that no harm came to them from this ship, so they caught fish and
brought them in their small canoes. The Spaniards were pleased and gave them
glass beads.

The new lands in the west were commonly identified early in the 16th century
with the legendary islands of the North Atlantic, especially Antilia and the Seven Cities.
On the Egerton MS 2803, fo1. 8r map of ca. 1508-13, Antiglia occurs as the name of a large
inland region in South America. Located on the North American continent on the
Egerton MS 2803 world map (#312) are seven bishops’ miters representing the Seven
Cities, which, according to legend, were founded to the west of Europe by seven
Portuguese bishops fleeing the Arab invaders in the eighth century. In this same region
in North America on the Juan de la Cosa map (#305) is inscribed a barely legible legend
which appears to be the words Terra Setem Civitates or Terra Septem Civitates or Tierra de
Siete Ciudades, that is, the Land of the Seven Cities. The North American landmass on the
La Cosa map is made up of several stylized interlocking semicircles. Each of these
semicircles has a river flowing from a central lake, each of which has a city in the
middle. These cities scattered over the continent probably represent the Seven Cities, as
the bishops’ miters do on the Egerton world map. It was believed that the land
discovered by John Cabot (c. 1450-C. 1498) in 1497 was the Seven Cities, and it is likely
that these indications of the Seven Cities in North America on the La Cosa and Egerton
world maps reflect this belief. Almost immediately after their discovery, various areas of
the New World were widely considered by many to be identical to the legendary islands
and lands, e.g., the Seven Cities, Brasil, Antilia, Sheba, Ophir, Eden, etc., thought during the
Middle Ages to exist in the Atlantic to the west of Europe or to the east in Asia. This is
reflected in the name Antilia on the mainland of Central America on the Piri Reis map.
The Piri Reis map may be unique in that it has Antilia as the name for both the
western continent and the legendary island in the Atlantic on the same map.
Presumably, this is because Piri Reis, in compiling his map, used both portolan charts of
the 15th century, which typically show the island of Antilia in the Atlantic, and maps of
the early 16th century, which name the western continent Antilia, as the Egerton MS 2803,
map has. The Piri Reis map is apparently the only map to give the name Antilia to both
the legendary island and the western continent.
As has been shown, the place-name Antilia on the western continent is on that
section of the Piri Reis map that is copied from a non-Columbian, post-1504 map. This
further demonstrates the belief of many that Columbus failed to reach the Indies and
instead sailed to the islands of Antilla.
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The post-1504 map used by Piri Reis for his depiction of Central America and South
America was very likely the same as that used by the maker of the Egerton MS 2803 map.
The Piri Reis map and the Egerton map are the only maps to use the name Antilia for the
continental mainland of the New World and are the only maps to use the name Castella
Veragua (Qal'at feridat), including a picture of a castle, as a Central American toponym.
Also, Santa Roque (Sao Roque) at the northeast corner of Brazil is named Santalo ka on the
Piri Reis map, similar to santique for this same feature on the Egerton MS map.

Hispaniola on the 1513 Piri Reis map (#322) drawn in a similar configuration to contemporary
depictions Zipangu [Japan] and Antilia although Antilia is a toponym on the mainland of
Central America
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The routine appearance of such a large Antillia in 15th century nautical charts has
led to speculation that it might represent the American landmass, and has fueled many
theories of pre-Columbian trans-oceanic contact. The real Antilles are shown on the map
not as islands, but as Columbus believed it to be, as a continent. Hence Piri Reis calls
Central America “the County of Antilia”, and the North American coast “the coast of
Antilia”. It is true that at a certain spot quite near the North American Coast there is
marked an island called Antilia, but evidently that stood for the legendary island
popularly regarded as fabulously wealthy and prosperous at the time when Columbus
first started on his voyages. It is to be noted, however, that beside the island is a note
that states that, contrary to the common fallacy, the island is not prosperous. The region
off the coast of South America on the Piri Re’is map is known as the vilayet of Antilia.
“These coasts are named the shores of Antilia. It is on the side where the sun sets. They
say that there are four kinds of parrots, white, red, green and black. The people eat the
flesh of parrots and their headdress is made entirely of parrots' feathers. There is a stone
here. It resembles black touchstone. The people use it instead of the ax. That it is very
hard . . . [illegible]. He saw that stone. There is a specific island identified as the Island of
Antilia. There are many monsters and parrots and much logwood. It is not inhabited”.
The citations thus far given identify the Island of the Seven Cities with some
legendary, but generally believed-in patch of land afar out in the ocean, sometimes with
the Island of Brazil, more often with Antillia. But the earliest of them dates six or seven
centuries after the supposed fact, and it may well be that a distinction was made at first,
which became lost afterward by blending. In a still later stage of development the name
of the Seven Cities becomes separate and strangely migratory, not avoiding even the
mainland. We know, for instance, what power the Seven Cities of Cibola had to draw
Coronado and his followers northward through the mountains and deserts of the arid
Southwest until all that was real of them stood revealed as the even then antiquated and
rather uncleanly terraced villages of sun-dried brick.
But this was not the only part of North America on which the romantic myth
alighted. The British Museum contains in MS. 2803 of the Egerton collection an
anonymous world map, forming part of a portolan atlas attributed by conjecture to 1508,
which shows, somewhat as in La Cosa's map of 1500 (#305), the Atlantic coast distorted
to a nearly western trend, with the Seven Cities (Septem Civitates), represented by
conventional indications of miters, scattered along a seaboard tract from a point
considerably west of terra de los bacalos and the Bay of Fundy to a point nearly opposite
the western end of Cuba. According to William Babcock the cartographer's ideas of
geography were exceedingly vague, but apparently he conceived of Portuguese
episcopal domination for the coastal country between lower New England and Florida
as we know them now, Perhaps, however, he merely meant to set down his cities
somewhere on the eastern shore of temperate North America and has strewn them along
at convenience.
Incidentally, this map is also interesting as one of a few which inscribe Antillia,
with alight changes of orthography, on some part of the mainland of South America. In
this instance Antiglia occupies a tract of the northwestern coastal country apparently
corresponding to contiguous portions of Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.
But the Island of the Seven Cities appeared as such on other maps and by this name
only. Perhaps its most salient showing is on Descelier’s fine map of 1546 (#378), that
entertaining repository of isles which are more than dubious and names which are
fantastic. He presents it off the American coast about a third as far as the Bermudas and
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midway from Cape Breton to the Bay of Fundy. The size is considerable, the outline
being deeply embayed on several sides and hence very irregular, almost as much so as
Celebes. The two islets lie near two of its projecting peninsulas. It bears a brief
inscription giving the name Sete Cidades and indicating that it belongs to Portugal.
This choice of location would have been more venturesome a century later. In
1546 there had been some exploring and much fishing in these waters but no determined
settlement near them and they were hardly yet familiar. However, the Ortelius map of
1570, and the Mercator map of 1587 find it more prudent to move this island farther
south and farther out to sea, reducing its area, but retaining its traditional name. Not
long after this, except for a local name on St. Michaels of the Azores, the Seven Cities
disappear from geography.

A much reduced Antillia, labeled Sept cites [Seven cities], La bermuda and Santana on a
1570 map by Abraham Ortelius
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Detail of the Ortelius 1570 map
Yet another variant of the tale is told in Manuel de Faria e Sousa (1628), of
Sacaru, a Visigothic governor of Mérida. Besieged by the Muslim armies and finding his
situation hopeless, Sacaru negotiated capitulation, and proceeded, with all who wished
to follow him, to embark on a fleet for exile in the Canary islands. Faria e Sousa notes
they may not have reached their destination, but may have ended up instead on an
Atlantic Ocean island “populated by Portuguese, that has seven cities...which some
imagine to be that one which can be seen from Madeira, but when they wish to reach it,
disappears”.
Already by the 1490s, there are rumors that silver can be found in the island’s
sands. In the 16th century, the legend gave rise to the independent Spanish legends of the
Seven Cities of Gold, reputed by mercenary conquistadors to be fabulously wealthy and
located somewhere on the mainland of America.
Around the time of Spain’s discovery of South America, Antillia dwindles
substantially in size as on Behaim’s globe and later charts. Contrary to the earlier
descriptions of the two island groups as distinct entities, a 16th century notion relegates
Antillia to the island of São Miguel, the largest of the Azores, where a national park
centering on two lakes still bears the name Sete Cidades.
As is evident, on some maps (e.g. Pareto, Soligo, Behaim), Antillia appears
without Satanazes
On these maps, Antillia was typically depicted on a similar scale to that of
Portugal, lying around 200 miles west of the Azores. It was drawn as an almost perfect
rectangle, its long axis running north-south, but with seven trefoil bays shared between
the east and west coasts. Each city lay on a bay. The form of the island occasionally
becomes more figurative than the semi-abstract representations of Bartolomeo de Pareto,
Benincasa and others: Bianco, for instance, shifts its orientation to northwest-southeast,
transmutes generic bays into river mouths (including a large one on the northeastern
coast), and elongates a southern tail into a cape with a small cluster of islets offshore.
Others following d'Anghiera suggested contenders in the West Indies for
Antillia’s heritage (most often either Puerto Rico or Trinidad), and as a result the
Caribbean islands became known as the Antilles. As European explorations continued in
the Americas, maps reduced the scale of the island Antillia, tending to place it midAtlantic, whereas the Seven Cities of Gold were attributed to mainland Central or North
America, as the various European powers vied for territory in the New World.
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In 1502, the anonymous artist of the Cantino planisphere (#306), shown above, sealed the
fate of the name Antilles when he gave it to the “West Indies”. That is how it has been
ever since.
The island of Bermuda inherited the name Isle of the Devils, at least as a nickname.
Bermuda is surrounded by dangerous razor-sharp reefs that caused many shipwrecks,
helping it to inherit the name Isle of the Devils. Another theory about the name Satanazes
is that cartographers morphed the label into the name of a small archipelago between
Madeira and the Canary islands called the Savage Islands, As illustrated by Albino de
Canepa’s portolan above, the variety of spellings for place-names was as great as the
number of cartographers and the number of countries they came from.
Is it a coincidence that there was a hunt for the wonders of the “Seven Cities of
Cibola” later in the 16th century throughout the American southwest? While it is true
that the location of Antillia or the Seven Cities did wander around the Atlantic and on the
mainland of South America on early maps, it appears that the legend of the Seven Cities
of Cibola was a totally unrelated myth first reported by Spanish explorer Núñez Cabeza
de Vaca in 1536.
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Bartolomeu Olives, 1584 Portolan Chart
Bartolomeu Olives is the younger brother of Jaume Olives and has portolan charts to his
name dating from 1538 to 1588. They are mostly drawn in Messina Sicily, but he/they
commenced in Majorca and had a brief foray to Venice. This 1584 chart is held by BNF
Paris, Departement of Cartes and Plans, reference CPL GE B-1133 (res), and is an
extraordinary compilation. Excluding the standard toponyms it is scattered with Kings,
Dukes and large writ place-names which at first sight are a strange combination.
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Detail of the Olives portolan chart showing Friesland, Antillia and Brasil
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Northeastern Atlantic Ocean, including western Europe, northwestern Africa, Friesland,
Satanazes/Antillia island group and Hy-Brazil west of Ireland, re-oriented with North at the top
from Joan Martines’ 1587 Atlas
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The Seven Cities of Cibola featured on a map of North America by Joan Martines, ca. 1578
(#416)

The Gulf of California and the Seven Cities [LE SETTE CITTA} of Cibola on Giacomo Gastaldi’s
world map 1568
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Summary
Cartographic appearances of Antillia (in chronological order): (List from Armando
Cortesão, 1954 + my additions):
1424 map of Zuane Pizzigano of Venice as ista ixolla dixemo antilia
1435 map of Battista Beccario of Genoa
1436 map of Andrea Bianco of Venice
1440 Vinland
1455 map of Bartolomeo Pareto of Genoa - omits Satanazes
1463 map of Grazioso Benincasa of Ancona
1463 map of Pedro Roselli of Majorca.
1466 map of Pedro Roselli
1468 map of Pedro Roselli
1460s anonymous Weimar map (attrib. to Conte di Ottomano Freducci of Ancona) labeled as septe civit
1470 map of Grazioso Benincasa
1475 map of Cristoforo Soligo of Venice - omits Satanazes, Antillia labeled as y de sete
zitade
1474 "map" of Paolo Toscanelli - map missing, but Antilia referenced in letter.
1476 map of Andrea Benincasa of Ancona (son of Grazioso) - omits Satanazes
1480 map of Albino de Canepa of Venice
1482 map of Grazioso Benincasa
1482 map of Jacme Bertran of Majorca
1487 map of anonymous Majorcan cartographer
1489 map of Albino de Canepa
1492 Nuremberg globe of Martin Behaim - omits Satanazes, first with inscription relating
the old legend.
1493 anonymous Laon globe (#259)
1500 Paris “Columbus” map (#257)
1507-08 Johannes Ruysch world map (#313) - relocates Satanazes to Isle of Demons, relates
legend.
1508, Egerton MS 2803 world map
1513 Piri Re’is map (#322)
Pierre Descelier’s world map of 1546 (#378)
1570 Abraham Ortelius Sept Cities
1584 Bartolomeu Olives portolan chart
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